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ABSTRACT
Developing a Social Skills Training Program to Assist Special
Education Middle School Students Entering the Mainstream.
Shapiro, Joel F., 1993: Fracticum Report, Nova University,
Communication
Ed.D. Program in Child and Youth Studies.
Disorders/Gifted-Handicapped/Self-Esteem/Social Skills
This practicurn was designed to employ a systematic series of
activities to assist special education middle school students
in making successful transitions from special classes into
Students were identified as either Giftedregular classes.
Many students had
Handicapped or Communication-disordered.
appeared academically ready to succeed in specific mainstream
classes but had not developed friendships or coped
successfully with the increased demands for independence and
compliance in the regular education classes.

The writer administered pre- and post-intervention
These
questionnaires to students, teachers and parents.
described the students' social behaviors in school and at
He instituted weekly class meetings in which general
home.
social skills issues were discussed, role playing techniques
He offered
were used and specific social skills were taught.
parents the opportunity to meet and sent home articles
regarding so-ial skills development. He increased
::ommunication between teachers and other school personnel.
The nesuit of the practicum was that a large majority of the
They
students developed new, age-appropriate social skills.
nade new friends both in their special classes and in the
School staff increased their contacts with one
mainstream.
Teachers and parents reported that students had
another.
developed better social skills in school and at home.
Suspensions for inappropriate social behaviors in school
dropped substantially. Finally, the students' self-esteem
grew as they found that they were capable of engaging in
appropriate behaviors in mainstream classes.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Description of Work Setting and Community
The writer's work setting is a public school agency.

This agency was originally created by the state legislature
in the 1940's to provide special education services to

students with low-incidence handicapping conditions in small
school districts.

The primary purpose was for these small

districts to pool their resources in order to render quality
services to their handicapped students at realistic costs.
The agency's present function has evolved since that
time to providing expertise and personnel in various
educational spheres.

These include sucn diverse areas as

special and vocational education, educations.... :ecnnology, and

budgeting, purchasing and negotiating services.

The agency

?rovides all these services on a contract basis to small

school districts which do not have the funds or personnel :o
develop those resources themselves.

The agency offers these

services to eignteen school districts over a two-county area
11

a :suburb of a oalor American city.

In keeping with :he nation-wide trend toward

mainstreaming special education students and educating them

in tne least restrictive setting, the agency has increasingly
rented classrooms in local school buildings within that twocoun,.y region and populated them with students formerly

served in its own schools on its own campuses.

Whereas it

once educated as many as 400 students in its own separate
facilities, it now retains only about 100 of the most
severely impaired students in these facilities.

The

remainder of the 700 special education students are now
educated in local school buildings.

The process by which a student is referred to :he
special education arm of the agency is uniform throughout the
two-county area.

Once a student is identified by his/her

local Committee on Special Education (CSE).as having a
legally-handicapping condition, a decision is made either to
keep the student in one of the CSE's own classes in the
child's home scnool district or to send that student to one
pf the agency's classes.

Should the CSE decide that the

writer's aaency has a better placement, the child is referred
to

Thus, it is quite probable that a student sent to one

of the agency's classes will be sent to a school district
which is not the student's home district.

It is highly

unlikely, therefore, that that student will initially know
any of the students either in his/her c.:.ass or in the school.

The student 1/opulation of the agency is comprised of

children who represent every diagnostic category cf
handicapping conditions currently listed by the U.S.

Department of Educatin,

:heir socioeconomic backarounds

range from wealthy to homeless; they come frcm rural,
suburban and urban environments.

They are served by the

agency's nearly 400 employees whose expertise encompasses all
educational, clinical and administrative disciplines.
and Role

Writer's_ Work

The writer is a school psychologist who serves three of
the special education programs administered by the agency.
These are the Communication Disorders program, the Gifted -

Handicapped program and the Handicapped-Preschooler program.

The Communication Disorders program serves school-age
chi.:.dren who suffer aphasias and related language-based
learning disorders.

It combines small classes with frequent

speech/language Therapy and individualized academic
instruction.

The program is currently comprised of five

classes averaging about eight students each.

All are self-

contained classes; children are mainstreamed into both
academic and non-academic regular classes as indicated on
their :ndivIduaiized Education Plans.
The Gifted Handicapped program serves school -age

caildren who demonstrate both intellectual giftedness and a
handicapping condition.

The latter is usually a learning

disability, frequently combined with an emotional disorder.

This program combines small-group instruction with
aounsesina.

The program is currently comprised of six

lasses each averaging approximately eight students each.
All

ire self-,:ontained classes; children ire T.ainstreamed

:nt3 acauemic and non-icauemic classes as indicated on their

10
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:ndividualized Education Plans.

The Handicapped-Preschooler program serves children

ranging .n age from six months to five years.

They typically

demonstrate handicapping conditions ranging from milder
2ommunication delays to pervasive developmental disorders.
The program combines small-group instruction with language
therapy and parental training.

The program is currently

comprised of twelve classes: depending upon the severity and
nature of the handicapping condition, class sizes range from
six to twelve.

None of these children are currently

-;fainstreamed into regular iasses.

The writer performs several _.elated functions in his

;ale as school psychologist with these programs.
students where mandated ;y

He counsels

he student's CSE, performs

required psychological testing and consults with teachers and
otter professionals reaarding benavioral and educational
Issues.

He meets with parents to share assessment data as

eecessary.

He attends CSE meetings in order to discuss

placement issues and yearly progress of the students.

A

portion of his consultation is related to the question of
wnen and wnether a student Is ready to be mainstreamed.

11.
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CHAPTER II

STUDY OF THE PROBLEM
Problem Descr_iption

The problem was the inability pf many of the handicapped
students in the writer's soeciai education classes at the
middle school level to be mainstreamed successfully.

The

students were deemed to nave the academic skills necessary to
pass the courses in which they were placed, but they did not
. :ossess or employ the social skills necessary :o succeed in

those classes.

The problem was seen as most acute at the

mif:dle school level.

The younger children were more

adaptable to the relatively few available mainstreamina
cpportunities (e.g., music, art, library, physical

ducation;.

The older students were enrclied in iocational

2roarams, leaving little time for mainstreaming and its
concomitant social difficulties.

Federal and state regulations clearly mandate that each
handicapped child in a sPecial education setting be educated

nerever possible with nonhandicarped children, that is.
mainstreamed.

Poor sccial

The problem of mainstreaming Students !Tho have

kills had rroilferatea throughout the writer's

programs In recent -ears, because, increasingly, children who

12
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have more severely aandicapping conditions had been returned
to special classes in public schools.

These children had

formerly seen educated in the agency's separate special
education facilities where mainstreaming was impossible.

While mainstreaming was a goal for all of the agency's
students, many, especially at the middle school level, had

been found to lack sufficient social skills to interact
successfully in classes with their nonhandicapped peers.
In brief, many of the students in the writer's middle

school special education classes did not possess or
demonstrate sufficient social skill development to be able to
interact productively in :heir special education classes or

to enter and maintain satisfactory standing in mainstream
classes.

Problem Documentation
Fvidence supporting tne existence of the problem was
These included observations and

provided by several sources.
interviews.

The first line of evidence supporting the existence of
he problem came from the writer's observations of students.

These observations were made during the spring of 1992 at
teacsers' reauests.

The teachers had found that many

students were either failing their mainstream classes or
were refusing to attend them.

The writer observed the

students in sneir regular mainstream classes, their special
- education classes, in the cafeteria and on the playground.

He observed that nanv of the students in question displayed

13
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door attitudes and behaviors toward their peers and sometimes
their teachers as well.

They often failed to interact with

their peers at all or else responded with silence,
They

inappropriate or aggressive replies when approached.

frequently sat alone or with one another in the cafeteria or,
:n several cases, insisted on eating in the classroom.

The second line of evidence supporting the existence of
the Problem came from interviews with parents cf the
children.

These yielded the information that the children in

question usually had few friends at home or in the
neighborhood.

Parents freauently stated that their children

did not have the skills to make or keep friends and tnat
They

their children were awkward :n social situations.

frequently reported tnat the children's social skiil deficits
Few

were sianificant causes -)f family difficulties as well.

of the children were reported as having friends in the
_7ommunity; rather, they had a few acquaintances, spent their

time watching television, playing solitary video games or
else Playing with much younger children.

Another line of evidence supporting the existence of the
problem was provided by interviews with the supervisor of the
special education program and the orogram's teachers.

These

interviews indicated that many of the children were lacking
scciaL skill development beyond that which mignt be
excecte.i et nonhandicapped students of middle school age.

letiit hindered their ability to be successfully
nli:.srreamed.

The .upervior reported that much

I4

:Nf

her time

8

was spent disciplining students who exhibited poor social
judgment and behavior, both in the mainstream and special
education settings.

Special class teachers similarly

reported- that their ability to teach was hampered by

classroom friction engendered by seemingly thoughtless
student comments and behaviors.

Another line of evidence supporting the existence of the
problem was provided by interviews with many of the students
themselves.

They indicated that they were fearful of peer

rejection and did not know how to act in ways which will
bring them approbation and acceptance from peers.

They did

not feel competent to work with the lonhandicapped students
Dr to compete successfully with them.

They disagreed with

the judgments of their teachers, who had prepared :hem
academically to enter the mainstream classes.

They were

acutely aware of what they perceived to be Their inferior
status in school, but their failed to see that their own

behaviors Played a determining role in creating any genuine
rejection they might face from their mainstream peers.
Causative

Several specific causes appeared to lie at the root of
the problem.

These were students' lack of exposure to

appropriate social interactions, poor self esteem, the
inherent difficulties engendered by their handicapping

conditions ana poor communication between special and regular
class teacners.

1i
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The first specific cause of the oroblem was the
students' historical lack of exposure to age-appropriate
social behaviors.

Many of them began their educational

careers in special education programs or were Placed in them
at an early point in their academic lives; thus, they did not
have the opportunity for successful modeling of appropriate
behaviors.

Additionally, the poor self esteem which is
characteristic of many of special education students appeared
to have prevented them from attempting to make and keep
friends.

They were reluctant to extend themselves to other

students, fearing rejection or ridicule; many knew or
believed that they did not possess the social skills to
initiate or maintain friendships.

Their reluctance to

interact appropriately 'ras perceived as hostility or
aloofness ::17 their mainstream peers, who then reacted
acccrcingly.

The handicapping conditions affecting the students also
-:ontributed to the difficulty they encountered in developing

positive social relations.

Many young teenage students,

regardless of educational class placement or the existence of
a handicapping condition, find themselves isolated and unable

to communicate effectively with peers, teachers or families.

Those with educational handicaps, such as those participating
in the present practicum, are additionally disadvantaged.

All or the students in the practicum had been diagnosed as
.:aving a communication disorder, an emotional disorder and/or

16
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a learning disabilit7.

They therefore experienceci even more

difficulty establishing positive social relationships with
peers.

Their inability to communicate effectively and

smoothly prevented them from developing friendships with
nonhandicapped peers.

Their embarrassment over their

handicapping condition was also a complicating factor.

Finally, poor communication between the special and
reaular class educators preventea the special education
teachers from knowing what social skills their students
needed in order to succeed in the mainstream.

There were no

scneduled meetinas between these two groups of teachers in
which they could snare such information and discuss ways

,z.o

foster positive social relations.
Relationsaip

problem to the

Many professionals have studied and written extensively
about tae problem of deficient social skill development in
special education middle school children.

Gresham

Elliott

119901 define soclai skills as "...learned behaviors that
enable a person tc interact effectively with others and to

avoid socially unacceptable responses".

Andersen et ai

1988) note that, despite social difficulties they may face,

mainstreaming or special education children wherever possible
is

a mandate cf law and is in the Interest of benefittina

society.

While The concept ,Dt encouraging mainstreaming Ls
.:iv. n

a

La the field of special education, Sabornie & Eeard
inci that many ii;abled 5tucents do not spontaneously

17
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exhibit appropriate social skills.

Shumaker et al (1982)

found that learning disabled secondary students were less
socially skilled than were their nonhandicapped peers; they
performed :n manners similar to other at-risk children, such
as those who had been convicted of acts of juvenile
delinauency.

It is of Interest here that Johnson et al

r1.984) note that where students lack appropriate social

skills, teachers are more apt to experience 7ob
dlssatisfaction.

It is evident in this context that the

students' lack of social skills are detrimental not only to
Themselves but to the entire educational atmosphere.

Sabornie & Kauffman (1985, 1986) note that many special
education adolescents suffer frcm low social status among
mainstream peers.

:eziin

s Murtaugh (1988) report that such

7hildren have fewer friends than nonhandicapped peers, while
Gresnam

1931) shows that even 'there special classes may

alleviate learning problems, students with social problems
ire cft.e.-n net successfully Lntegrated into regular classes.

Gresham (1982) reports that handicapped children Interact
less orten, less successfully and less positively with nonhandicapped children than do nonhandicapped children with
each other.
In

and

3 meta-analysis of the literature on social skills

earning disabilities, Swanson & Malone 11992) show

uneguiv)cally that learning disabled children are less liked
and are more likely to be re'ected by others than
norhandicaoped Learners.

There ire Longterm ,onseguences to

is
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such rejection; social maladjustment Ls often a precursor of
lifelong social and mental health maladjustment (Sabornie &
Thomas, 1985).

The professional literature describes several diverse
causes of poor social skills development in handicapped
Bryan (1991) reports that children with learning

children.

disabilities "...differ from achieving children in their
attitudes toward themselves and others' attitudes toward
them".

He indicates that the low self esteem of these

children impedes their ability to interact appropriately.
Gresham (1986) feels that the children simply often do not
possess the requisite skills to interact appropriately, while
Perlmutter (1986) believes that the students sometimes do
indeed have the skills :Nut lack the motivation to employ
them,

Andersen et ai (1988) indicate that prejudice and

negative attitudes in both the mainstream children and the
special class children may play a role in handicapped
students' inability to adjust satisfactorily socially in the
mainstream.

Even when taught proper social skills, as noted by
Perlmutter (1986), sometimes handicapped students fail to
demonstrate them in appropriate settings.
any ')f several factors,

This may be due

These factors include failure to

teach social skills that are likely to be reinforced by non
:handicapped peers 'McConnell, 1987) and failure to teach the

skills in a setting where they will be used often and
spontaneously ;:y the handicapped children (Simpson, 1987).

I9
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Milich, McAntincn, .A Harris 11992) show that a child who

has been given a negative label, such as learning disabled,
is likely to De negatively viewed by peers and treated
poorly.

The child perceives the poor treatment and responds

in kind; :he peers see the response and,

Ln 'urn, treat the

child with heightened disdain and rejection, thus
perpetuating a vicious cycle.

This finding expands and

amplifies That of Andersen et al (1988) whicn has been noted
above.

Many middle school age children, handicapped and
nonhandicapped, experience a dramatic loss cf self esteem as
they pass through the beginning of adolescence.

3cdy

changes, changes in responsibilities, increasing separation
from family. chances in friendship Patterns.

lora_

lud,Iment

issues and numerous other factors contribute to this decline
in self-regard.

low self esteem is known to create social

isolation in children and is a factor contributory to
:uvenile delinquency (Fischer

Lazerson, 1984).

Chi_dren

who have genuine deficits such is learning disabilities tend
to have Poorer self esteem than nonhandicapped children.

These factors combine to increase the social _soiation and
deficient social skills found In many students in special
classes

Thapman, 1987).

Gresham (1992) repor7s That it is likely that
neurological

twhich ire presumed

underlie

learnin-4

ire not the cause ct a learning

disabled

dificulties with i0C131 functioning.

14

Rather, the occurrence of learning disabilities and social
skill deficits in the same child is apparently due, in his
view, essentially to correlational effects.

That Ls, social

and academic dysfunctions .ire often seen toaetner in the same

child, but there is no causal reason for this occurrence.

Gresham 1992) feels that social deficits are as amenable to
educational intervention as are academic deficits.

Elliott &

Gresham (1991) have develop a system of social skills
evaluation and training based on these findings.

A polar opposite position is advanced by Rourke & Fuerst
(1992) regarding the etiology of social dysfunction in
learning disabled children.

They cite 1..esearch which

suaaests that damage to the right hemisphcre of the ;rain is
causally connected to poor social 3k111 development.

They

agree tnat not every learning disabled child will demonstrate
such a deficiency, but they feel that tn:s is due :c the fact
that the term "learning disability" covers so manv different
children.

That is, one of the many types of learning

disabled children has a neurologically-based learning
disorder combined with a neurologically-based social
interaction disorder.

c1
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CHAPTER III

ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES AND EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS
qoarls_and_Expectations

the following goals and expectations were projected for
the practicum:

The coal of the practicum was for the students in the
writer's two middle school special education classes, a
Gifted-Handicapped siass and a Communication Disorders class,
to develop and maintain effective social skills which would

assist them in succeeding in mainstream classes and the
community.
Ex.pectedZiutcpmes

The first outcome expected of this practicum was that
the students in the two middle school special education
classes would demonstrate an increased knowledge of
appropriate social skills and behaviors.

The second outcome expected of this practicum was that
the students in The two middle school special education

classes would demonstrate an increase in appropriate,
prssocial behaviors with -.heir special class peers and with

-he students in their mainstream classes.
The taird outcome of this practizum was

22

-.hat the

16

chiAren in the -.wo special education middle school classes
would demonstrate a decrease in the number of inappropriate
social behaviors in school requiring disciplinary action.

The fourth outcome of this practicum was that the
children in the two special education middle school classes
would demonstrate an increase in interacting appropriately
with family nembers and peers in the community.
Measurement of Outcomes
The first outcome of the practicum was .:hat the students

would demonstrate an increased knowledge of appropriate
social. skills and benaviors.

This outcome was measured by

administering Gresnam & Elliott's Social Skills Rating System
(1990) to each student prior to and following the
Intervention and noting the differences in scores.

The second outcome of tne practicum was that the
students would demonstrate an increase in appropriate,

prosociai behaviors with their special class peers and with
the students in their mainstream classes.

This outcome was

measured by noting whether each student had developed at
least one new friendsnip in his/her special class and in each
f his/her mainstream classes by the end of the practicum.

The third outcome of the practicum was that the students
would demonstrate a decrease in the number of inappropriate
octal behaviors in scnool.

This was measured by

interviewing tie scncoi's dean cf discipline, the auidance
..::unseioi

Ind the students' mainstream and special education

teachers at the end of the practicum.

she fourth outcome was that the students would
demonstrate an increase in prosocial benaviors with peers at
home and in the community.

This outcome was measured by

interviewing the students' parents at the end of the
practicum.

Mecnanism for Recording Unexpected Events
A log of the practicum was kept in order to record
unexpected events.

Additionally, notes were kept of the

meetings and phone calls the writer had with various
individuals, including students, teachers, clinicians,
administrative personnel and parents.

Description gf_Rlans_for_AnaiyqingResults
The results of the practicum were analyzed by creating
charts describing the progress :n the development of specific
.social

the practicum.

nave oy eacn ;:f the ..tudents over the course of

The charts delineate separately the social_

skills gains made in various behavioral areas in the
students' special classes and at home.
.included :n the 2urrent report

These cnarts are

see Appendix A).

:nformai

records were kept _n the writer's logbook of meetings held
with teachers, clinicians, administrators and parents in
order to maintain a running record of materials used,
activities and techniques employed in the training sessions,
problems encountered, ideas ,eveioped, and so on.

Examples

of materials used with the students to develop their social

24
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included in the present report (see A-Dpenai:: 5),

and a more detailed description of the activities and
techniaues employed in The sessions is presented in

2

5

apter
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CHAPTER :V

SOLUTION STRATEGY

DIscussionand Evaluation oi.Pcssible

olut.ions

The problem addressed in this practicum was that
students .n two special education middle school classes
served by the writer iid not possess or e7-.7sloy appropriate

This resulted in their faiure to succeed in

socia_

mainstream -:lasses.

Additionally, it impaired their

functioning in the snecial classes, and it impacted
egatively on their ability tc Interact appropriately at home
che -!ommunit-.

ard

:3olistein & :Pent: .1984) report that the preponderance

of the earlier literature wnicn dealt with treatment of

de:icizs in chiiren suggestd that the
3oiution lay In the application of one of three types of

edu::aiona_ andior psychological treatments: psychoanalytic,
humanistic or behavior modification.

They observed that

children were often considered more patient=; with :in Illness

than clients or consumers who simply lacked certain
behavlorai skills.

:n more recent times, hcwever,

p:odrams have been ,.levelonea which have been found to
useful

tr.

:Levelopincl scci.11 .1nd behavior .1

2F

e
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Solutions to the problem of oeaLing with inadequate
social skills in handicapped children now abound in modern
psychological and educational literature.

Some concentrate

on the building of self esteem (e.g., McDaniel & Bielen.
-_990

;

others target decreasing anxiety in the children

(e.g., Roome & Romney, 1985; Poirier, 1991); still others

focus on developing specific social skills (e.g., Elliott &
Gresham (1991).

While approaches vary, all aaree that there

is one overriding solution to the problem.

That solution is

to teach directly, in a cognitive, developmental,

step-by-step manner, the prosocial skills needed by The
children.

Prosociai skills can indeed be :aught to special class
:;hiloren.

Nelson 1968) points out that various social

skills training programs are being implemented as pai.t of the
:-urriculum of many programs for mildly handicapped children.

Andersen et al (1988) note that cooperative learning
strategies can oe successful in teaching handicapped children
prosocial skills ;1-1c1 works especially well with structured

social skills :raining programs.

Numerous social skills

litlining programs ha,e ::een sub'ected to validation studies.

These include programs offered by Goldstein .1988), Elliott &
Gresham (1991), Lenox et ai (:_990) .

Senderowit: (1989). ;and Walker et

Lions-Quest (1988),
(1983, :968).

Programs whicn :earn social kills not only teach the
tasi'l behaviors necessar'

for creating positive social

.nteractions, they assist in developing children's self-
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esteem. a critical :omponent needed for success in social
interactions.

any handicapped

Harter '1982) has noted that

children perceive their specia_ class as a haven and do not
wan:

!-.c,

leave it;

:f, however, They are able to deal with the

rressures engendered by presense in the mainstream.
they ire less anxious about entering it.

Additionally,

Poirier (1991) has observed that students feel less anxious
And more competent when they know wnat social. behaviors are
expected of them.

Therefore, it is especially important to

help handicapped students develop better self esteem in order
to assist them in learning that they can in fact adjust
scci,aily to tne mainstream setting.

Different social skills -raining programs emphasize
:1ifferent aspects of social functioning and target different
populations.

The 1---repare Curriculum

Goldstein, 1983), for

example, scn:ains a large mount of material for working wit::
insocialized/conduct c'.isordered children.

is

such,

it was

not considered appropriate for adoption for use with the
writer's population, although some cf its materials were
aoplicaole.

The ACCESS curriculum (Walker et al, 1938) emohas.Lzes

asing role play in ievelopina better social skills and has an
:icconnanying student workbook.

It can be uses: with

)r large qrours, although it is recommended for
.se with .small groups.

hour

It Ls

pe usea

;ally

iay :or -wo to four months anu Is
handicapper: laclescents.

!Lou: cne

lesighed for se

LL

The Lenox et al .199(_) PICADA curriculum is a

comprehensive one wnich assists students in learning the
dangers cf substance abuse and how to resist it.

The program

;reared from elementary school tnrough middle school ages

and is separated into grade levels.

The program aopears to

have good lessons anc curricular material.

It is Limited in

that it concentrates solely on substance abuse prevention and

was therefore not considered to be appropriate for sole use
Ln the current practicum.
The Lions -Quest program

1988) concentrates on exploring

various social situations using 95 structured, sequentially
developmental _esson plans; it is designed to be used by

professionals whc are first trained in the Ise sf the program
by the LIcns-Quest Procram.
avalisbie tnroucn

Technical assistance 13

toll-:ree nesephone line.

A parent

Involvement component Ls pars of she program, as Ls s snit cn
improving family -:eiationsnips.

The program can 'se din:ided

:nto nini-units, semester courses and multi-year courses.

The life Planning Educan program (1989, has been
recently developed with a strong component on A:DS education
and posisive community involvement.

It contains a useful

section on developing better methods of interpersonal
communication.
approach.

Tt uses a structured, sequential, lesson -plan

It is availanle in loose-leaf form, allowing parts

be onied is leeded for instruction, homework,
'-resent. tson to 'aients, and 3C on.

resnam

Elliott'

M_".490) Sosil
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(SSRS) combiaes a strong emphasls on evalua:ing the social
sKills of each child with building individualized
in:erventi,dns for that child.

The strength of this system is

its ab2lit to diagnose and then target inappropriate
'cehaviors for intervention: it is also very useful

identifying areas in whicn the child has not yet developed
The rating

social competence and age-appropriate behaviors.

system arrives at numerical summaries of each child'

strengths and needs; parents and teachers are interviewed in
order to arrive at these summaries. which give a complete
Picture of the child.

A separate book by Elliott ]c Gresham

1_991' details additional 71ethods and provides Lesson plans

for developing appropriate social

in children of

.lariou3 aces, needs and abilities,

Descion and Justification for3olution =elected
:t

arlparen: from the discussion ahove That :here are

numerous -approacnes to working with 7ftildren wno exhibit

va:.icus =es cf leticit3

3o-21ai skills devei3Pment.

These approacnes _ent tnemseives in combination to a

conp7ehensive solution to the social skills proniems faced by
The children in the uriter's classes.

Each student in the writer's two middle school special
edu2htior '1 asses was :1:st evaluated using
'1?90)

3cciai

he

Rating System t::;S:?Si.

_nvolved inten'iewir.c ail the '71-iii:ren,

ea ::er2 and their parents.
o.o.ete r,rptiie

each

;i-esham

Their

The ovaluati n ':ieLdd
Akill.

,ren:Iths ard
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Once this profile was developed, intervention

needs.

strategies were developed for each student.

The strategies

developed drew not only from Gresham & Elliott s k1990) anu
put from .other relevant

.3re3ham's :1991) wor.k,

711iott

as r:escrioed aoove: no singie unit so described was

1;-:its

seen as meeting the individual. needs of ail the .:Inildren in

the writer's classes.

Hence the need for a program which

comninec various aspects of several units.
ritervention program was a collaborative effort

The

whicn involved the writer, parents, special_ and regular

education teacners, counselors and other personnel who
1 weekl- smail-7roup scciai

interacted with the students.

,zkills training program which drew items and activities from

the programs iescrited love was 7reated Ecr the students.
The new program's materials were selected and developed,
.)ased on 1:ne children'5 SSRS scores and interviews with

relevant personnel.
counselo];

The new program was administered by the

either a social worer or a psychologist) ,

Including toe writer, in weekly meetings.
Mass'

Additionally, the

speech /language pathologist developed lesson plans to

-oincice and be integrated with the units, as did the :eading
teacher.

The wri:er net with the two special education teachers
the 'wo -lass counselors on 1 weekly basis .r. order to
'('or-;LnAte ihd
,n

1

rior

-eau

their work.

He .110 scnedu_eo meetinqs

;Ind mainstream teachers in

it oasts wit n

oath :heir inpu, to

1l3CUSS the -hildren'r; ::(:'gress
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:hrough rhe units and to offer information which would be
helpful in increasing the children's prosocial behaviors.
The wri=er met with the state curriculum representative
In his county.

She provided materials and staff training

whion were used to augment the social skills training
prcgram.

She haa extensive experience in working with

teachers to prevent substance abuse by increasing children's
repertoires of refusal skills.

Sucn skills are seen by many

practitioners as vital for children with low self esteem to
possess In order to prevent them from accepting offers of
Illegal substances.

These skills were seen as important for

*ne practicum In that they helped the student:: to develop
Treater :self esteem and the ability to deal more effectively

w_th Aangers Ln the 3ccial envirshmeht.

The somblnati2n of creating individualized social skills
development plans, integrating these Plans wit: :he special
ana regular education teachers and coordinating the plans

witm Parents was seen as a powerful means cf develDping
orssocial behaviors for the writer's spec:Ia.,. education
students.

As these benaviors r.teeicped, the students

exrer:enced ilreater Success ln Their mainstream classes.

which, as described above, was the focus cf the practicum.
cilend:r Plan

-he prati2u

The -ime
'sesent-,a Ln

1/".3 entiresy
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lonth -)ne

Week

Week

The writer developed a chart of

every student's social skills and
r.ietici:s in the two special e,Aucation

lasses invoLved in the practicum.

He

interviewed all students, their parents,

their special class teachers, counselors
and regular class teachers.

He

administered the SSRS to each student,
parent and special class teacher.

The

combination of the interviews and
administration of the SSRS Permitted
.7omprehensive picture of each stuaent's

strengths and needs to be developed so that
in intervention ..plan could subsequently be
devised.

rhis information ls summarized

graPnically (see Appendix A).

The process

took approximately 201hours.
'!oath rwo

Week

Week

The writer selected social skills

training materials for the training
program, based on the strengths and deeds
of the students which were identifies; and
graohea In Month One.

The lateriaLs were

selected in Weer Ong :; c')mprised of

7ne sPeech -herapiit, he tee.dinq
t:ach-?r

mr. i

3.`3

he -wr ,.ounseors and two
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special education teachers who regularly
work with the students.

Any social skills

rioah: mandated in the students'

Indivlduaiized Education Plans were also
incorporated into t oe training oroaram.

This process insured that these materials
could subsequently be introduced in weekly
group counseling and instruction sessions
which would meet the identified needs of
each student.

The writer met with tnese

staff members in order to select the

materials from those Ldentified earlier in
the present chapter.

The materials were

available =t these meetings

discussion

and inz3bection by the professionals
involved.

The selection process took

.approximately a total of ten hours.
1,eek

3

The writer and counseiprs net with =he
state :urriculum trainer in order to

Incorporate ler xpertise in drug ibuse
prevention and self esteem enhancement into
the Lntervention plans.

This meeting took

three lours.

Week 4

The writer :let with the stuoents to ciass

croups to ekbiain the program lnd tne
Involvement of their counselors. oarents
and teachers.

34

The special erucatich
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teachers ana tne counselors ;ere present at
these meetings which took one class period
(45 minutes) each.

Months three tarouch seven
Week I

The students in each DI the two ('lasses

net in a group for one period weekly with
the writer and their regular qroup
counselor :as noted, either a social. worker

or a psychologist). They presented the
training materiaLs developed in the iirst
three weeks of Month Two.

Additicnail-,

the writer met with each z:necial education

teacher and the counselor :or that class.

In these two meetings, each lastinu for one
45 minute oericd, he discussed

implementation of the training program and
led discussions as to hew to address any
problems with the students 7he !it off were

encountering.

planned to

The writer

meet weekly witn the regular education
teachers :n a group for one period.

Here,

he olanned to lead a ,iiscussien ,,oncernihg

any social skills problems the stulents
were encountering in their classes,
cheduling difficulties with these leacher::
prevented reauiar group meetingf; tr:,m

taking place.
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Therefore,

-11.9

2 9

arranged for the specia./ education teachers

to meet with the regular education teachers
consistently and to discuss their students'
progress.

They then shared the results of

tnose meetings with the writer, 4ho, in
turn, responded with relevant information
to the regular class teachers.

This

process served tc combine the knowledge and
skills all the Professionals possessed on
behalf of the students -end 70 increase the

effective communication between them.
'4e.ek

.

The writer met for one class 7eripd with
each cf the special education -eachers,
:ollowing the format and -Purpose out Lined
ibove.

Additionally, the writer also met

witn the students and :heir counselors in
group sessions .luring wnich he :o -led the
socia, skills training -.Program scheduled

tor that day.
Week 3

she writer met with the special education
teachers for one class period.

He

continued to address the same goals with
the special education :eacners as des,:riJed
above.

He scheduled meetings with the

?arents of the students in each class in
groups; tor an -idcitional weekly class
per:_cc.

At this meeting, he planned to

discuss the progress and/or Problems the
The

students were experiencing at home.

vast majority of parents were reluctant to
meet regularly. and tl,e writer therefore

scneduied teiepnone meetinas instead and
added a written parent-Information
component to the practicum.

This component

detailed each student's strengths and
needs, as seen by the teacher, parent and
student (see Appendix C).

The writer also

sent home articles of general interest
designed to assist parents in developing
better social skills in their children (see
Appendix 0).

During meetings with staff,

:ne writer detailed to them concerns
expressed by the parents when they spoke
with him in person or by phone.
rgeek 4

The writer net with the students and :heir
counselors in ,-lass groups.

Eacn meeting

was held for one class period.

He

pertDrmed functions with the teachers
similar -.0 those listed above.

He

addressed directly at this meeting any
difficulties the students were having with
:_mpiementind the training program.

He also

net separately witn each speciai education
:eacner to continue to discuss
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implementation of the :raining program.

Month eight
Week 1

Week 3:

The writer net with the special

education and regular education teachers
and completed final interviews with them.
Week 4

The writer spoke with the parents and
completed =inai Interviews with them.

The results of the practicum were then
complied into the Present document.
Report of action Taken
the 1:recticum plan was followed as described In the

c:lenuar ?lan elucidated above.

As noted there, two changes

,:ere made :urind the implementation process.

The first of

:nese changes concerned the necessity for the writer to share
responsibility for interacting with tne mainstream teachers.
The crigina.i plan had called for nim to meet monthly with
:eacners.

As the practicum began in the third month of

the school year, however, their schedules had already been
set In Place for :he entire academic year.

The writer was

scheduled to be in the building one-ha_Lf day per week, often
when these teachers were unavailable.

He therefore diviJed

responsibility for meeting with them to discuss students'
neeus. responses to practicum materials, 7arencal concerns,
ina

,;o

)n, with rhe :wo drouo :ounseiors and the two SIO9C13i

education tea:hers.
:nnsei,.,rf,

He met weekly with each of the

Ind .,peolai educatic.ai tPachers, ,c) that
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communication was maintained and ultimate responsibility for
the implementation of the practicum remained with him.

The second change concerned the low response rate from
parents of the students in both special education classes.
when the program was first announced, no parent of the seven
students in the Communication Disorders class attended an
orientation meeting, while only four parents of the seven
students in the Gifted-Handicapped Glass attended.
writer telephoned each parent who had not attended.

The

He

succeeded in obtaining a promise of cooperation from several
parents, although most subsequently did not in fact follow
through.

Those who declined outrignt cited distance from the

school and competing obligations (work, small children at
home and other family obligations) as reasons for not being
able to attend regular meetings at the school.

The writer

sutsequent17 found that writing a personal note to each
parent when a printed note was mailed home succeeded in
neightening the parents' tendency to respond.

He also sent

articles of interest regarding methods for parents to use in
developing prosocial behaviors at home (see Appendix D).
As noted above, the weekly group sessions were amalgams
of components of several commercially-available social skills
trainina proarams, adapted to the unique needs of the
students In the writer's two special education classes.

While several of the students presented good general social
skills development as measured by the SSRS, the majority were
seen to have flifficulty with one or more of each of the major
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areas (cooperation, assertiveness and/or self-control).

The

general ethod of operation, therefore, was to present an
exercise designed to strengthen a uiven area and to allow the
students to work out solutions to the problems aenerated by
...is exercise.

.students known to have strengths in the Area

were identified by the counselors and encouraged to present
approacn to that exercise.

An example illustrates the process described above.

exercise from

he Life Panning Education curriculum

;1989' is Presented in (4.ppendix 3; it asks the student to

WI:AT he/ he likes 'bout lim/herseif, what the student

ouid -nange, mat "he student thinks the teacher likes about
her and wnat

he reacher thinks the student could

The wt:ter expanded :ne directions to allow

mbrove.

..raw pictures gf their responses, as many are

:tudent7

overall learnin'1-disablg,d.

Representative responses from a

student Lh each :lass Are presented.
Follo,wing completion of this exercise, students snared

Sam (all names have been

their responses and suggestions.

vra was rated by his teacher and himself as lacking

,

in self control on the SSFS questionnaires (see Appendix A),
think of a "perfect

was told by A fellow student to try
'

to let

')efore he spoke Aliuc:

:earlier Know :hat he toad ! -iee.ied to :ommunicate

-he

--methlha

nake An okay sign

i, d Men

Inc.: was read to do -oo.

:tud=nt -:1
lc .ep- 1er 'et'ar,

'id.33

Ann was toll?
ea'_

:n17 she (11.i ho:
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a fellow-

and have people
le:

_n a condescending

J4

tanner ."stuck-up"1 toward the others.

Suggestions and

behavlorli :hanees which arose from the sessions such as
teese wore discussea with the regular and special class
They were swesequently earriea out in the requear

-eaenere.

v tne students.

ine -$ eecial ~hisses

Most

,f

the materials esed during the practicum do not

tend themse.,ves to pictoriae presentation.

One popular

exercise, for examole, taken from the Lions -Quest (1988)

prcgram, required students to recreate various emotions
ncnveroally.

One student mimed/acted the emotion in front pf

the class, while his/her classmates were required to guess
it.

Following each presentation, atudenes discussed who in

the school (teachers and fellow students) was likely to
express this emotion in this manner and how best to react
,t.

:o

An unexpected benefet of this exercise was that many of

the students were not aeie to accurately portray many common
emotions.

The exercise thus assisteu them in understanding

:ow they actually presented themselves to others rather than
how :hey thought they presented themselves.
(L9891 exercise was one

\nether eoeullr

recuir:ng the students tc erea'7e "Booster'' and "Killer"
statements.

A booster .statement

:rienusnip, whereas

1

i::et .l'at,ment tnni)ite it.

writer wrote -.nem en -h? e'irt

2oeete: 'earement

t'tee

:tudonre;

wet-) eltfieet

Ani eeer,sz; tnee telt

is one which builds

t

:ha

lave them to

:cr lone cnil!ren to ereate

:eev eeull be perceived es weak

.e
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e-er".

These enlidren were
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then asked by the writer now they would feel if someone spoke
When they realized that they

each cf the statements to them.

would like hearing these statements, they felt less
threatened when making sucn 'rooster statements to others ana

a_so allowed them tc identify -he positive and negative
As all o:

eelinas such statements engender in their !)eers.

the students wanted to cevetop more friendships, this
exercise proved to be an Important one and was repeated
several times throughout the practacum.

It was always

followed by discussions of actual statements one might make
:.f

le/she 4ished to meet tr .;et to know another student in

-he .:lass o school better.
Role

exercises, appearing throuchout the Life

annin7.1 Education (1989, ant Lions:Quest .1988) ,Iirricuia,

%Jere ax:ensively ut' -ed ihroughou,_ the practicum.

This

:ecnni,lue enabled ,tudents -o -enearse and thereby master
situations 'tnich

:ound c.lrficult and/or uncomortable,

and it -ermi:tec thc,m to :,-rac:ice :heir social skills in a

;a:e, supportive atmosphere.

It also assisted :hem an

tone o: their interests and values.

an exercise from the Life 71anhina Education

For example,
1989)

curriculum required students to describe where they thou4nt
they wo lij. he Ln their lives in ten "ears

i.

!Jaye

amr_y, *4ork :n a given field, finish nigh s3hcol,

1

lo

liscussion was c:eneraced from this ?xercise whi
issi:3tect

1)ehavior

n e students in seeing now their current choices or
-)r.went or assist them Lh achievIna these
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goals.

it should be noted that each of the students in the two
classes also received individual weekly counseling, as
nandated on their TEPs.
the group leaders.

Counseling was provided by two of

in many cases, the materials developed

uring the 4rouP sessions generated discussion in :he
Lndividual sessions.

Counselors were thus able

-he development of appropriate social skills in :he
Individual as well as group settings.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Results

The Problem in the writer's special education setting
was that middle school students were unable to be
mainstreamed successfully due to their deficiencies in social
skills.

The students possessed sufficient academic skills to

succeee in the mainstream, according to their teachers, but
did not succeea for several reasons.

maintain dequate

They did not develop or

rlterperscnai reiationshios with ;eery.

.hey felt isoiatea when in the mainstream classes, and :hey
had poor social.

K1 _3 :veraii

The solution strateuy -.he writer deveiooed audressed :Le
eficienoles noted above.

He evaluated each student's

zurrent social eeiills deveiopment by asking every student,
teacher end carent to complete questionnaires on the topic .

The iuestionnaires were completed by the beginning of the
fourth month of the school year at a time when friendship
pat:erns had already been established in both the regular and
special education classes.

:he results of the questionnaires

:orfirmed The writer's contention that the majority ef the
,teedente

lid

n-)t. possess edequate social shills (see .append .ix
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Al.

He then developed a social skills training program ..nice

he adapted from a number of commercially-available social
skills training programs.

The new program was individualized

to meet the needs of the students in his classes; these needs
were identifiezI through the use of the questionnaires.

program was then implemented.

The

The writer net weekly with the

students, their counselors and teachers.

He maintained

periodic written and verbal contact with mainstream teachers,
the guidance counselor and parents.

The first outcome of the practicum is depicted in
Appendix A.

Most of the students in each of the two middle

school classes demonstrated increased knowledge of
appropriate social skills.

They also reported that they had

increased their level of appropriate social behaviors.

In

each of the classes, prior to the intervention, the majority
of the students indicated from their responses on the SSRS
auestionnaire That they possessed inadequate knowledge of one
or more components of positive social skill behaviors.

These

components included cooperation, assertion and self-control.

The special ?aucation teachers concurred generally with the
students' overa..1 assessments of tneir social skills
knowledge and behaviors, as j:id the students' parents.

Specifically, in the Gifted-Handicapped class, following
the intervention, all seven students demonstrated adequate
-mcwiedge .3f appropriate social skills, whereas prior to it,
only two iid so.

in the Communication Disorders class,

following The irrerention, six of the seven students
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demonstrated adequate knowledge of appropriate social skills,
whereas prior to it, only two did.

The teacner in the

Gifted-Handicapped class reported that following the
intervention, five of the seven students demonstrated
adequate social skills, whereas prior tc the intervention,
only two of :he seven students did.

The :eacher in the

Communication Disorders class reported that following the
Intervention, six of the seven students demonstrated adequate

social skills, whereas prior to theintervention, only four
of the seven students did.

Three of the four parents who

returned questionnaires on their students in the
Communication Disorders class reported that following the
..nterventicn, their children demonstrated adequate social

skills, whereas prior to the intervention, only two had so
reporte-i.

Al: six parents who returned questionnaires on

their students in the .-.4ifted-Handicapped class reported that

_lowing the intervention, their children demonstrated
adequate 3ociai skills, whereas Prior tc the intervention,
only raree had so reported.

The Second outcome of the practicum was that the
.students in both classes demonstrated an increase in

appropriate, prosociai behaviors with their special class
peers and with the students in their mainstream classes (see
/Appendix E).

This outcome was measured by noting the number

o f new friendsnios each student developed :n his, her Apeciai
*._, ass and in each mainstream class.

:students and their

eacners were interviewed to ascertain mnis tincing.

rricr
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to the intervention, only two of the seven Gifted-Handicapped

students had friends in their own class; following the
intervention, all seven had developed at least one in-class
friendship.

In the Communication Disorders class, prior to

tie intervention, only three of the seven students had
friends in their own Class; following the intervention, sill

of the seven had developed at least one in-class friendship.
A similar pattern of friend-making was observed for the
students in their mainstream classes

see Appendix E).

Again, teachers and students were interviewed to ascertain

whether the students had indeed made new friends.

Prior to

the intervention, only two of the seven students in the
Gifted-Handicapped class had at least one friend in a
mainstream class.

Following the intervention, all seven lad

ieveloped at _east one in-class friendship, and six of the
seven had developed at least one mainstream-class friendsnip.
:n the ?ommunication Disorders :lass, prior to the
intervention, only three ot the Seven students had developed

at least one mainstream -class friendship.

Following the

intervention, six Di the seven students had ieveloped at
least one mainstream-class friendship.

in neither class, did

following the
any student report having fewer triendships

intervention than he/she had prior to it.

The :bird outcome of the practicum was that the students
,:emonstratec a decrease in the number of inappropriate social
)ehavior3 in 13cnooi.

This was measured by interviewing the

scncol's Jean of ,aiscipiine.

the special olass teachers,
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guidance counselor and the mainstream teachers.

It was no:ea

that .n the school year prior to the present intervention,
students in the two classes had been suspended a total of
seven times, four from the Communication Disorders class ana
In the current

three from the Gifted-Handicapped class.

school year, only two students were suspended; both were from
the Communication Disorders class.

Additionally, teachers

observed that the students were less likely to be sent for
in-scnool detention than they had been in the previous school
year.

The fourth outcome of the practicum was that the
children in both classes demonstrated an overall increase in
appropriate interaction at home isee Appendix A).

This

outcome was measured by parents' noting the changes in
prcsocial behavior at home at the onset and conclusion of
intervention.

he

As noted above, it was observed that in the

,;ifte,l-Handicapped class, ')arents cf three of the six

students reporting noted an increase in prosocial becaviors.
to :he ,7ommunication Disorders class, parents of three of the

four students reporting observed an increase in prosocial
behavlcrs.

In no case did a student decline in social skills

knowledge cr oehavior at home.
Discussion
The oroposed outcomes of tne practicum were realized.

This was significant in several respects.

First, major

educational needs of special education students in the
writer's care were identified and met.

4

Most of the students

41

demonstrated their ability to profit from an intervention
which assisted them in moving successfully toward the
mainstream.

These findings are consistent with those

reported by numerous investigators (Andersen et al, 1988;
Nelson. 1988; Elliott & Gresham, 1991: gorier, 1991).

It is

sianificant to note that, partly as a result of the increased
positive social interactions noted during the year, four of
the students in the two classes are returning to their home
schools in the fall.

A second Positive result proceeding from the oracticum
was the increased level of productive contact between special
class teachers, regular class teachers, counselors and the
writer.

The interaction occurring when the professional

staff met assisted each person in apprising the others of the
status cf each cnild, nis/her needs and new methods of
enhancing orosociai behaviors.

New ideas were generated at

these meetings and better understandings of :he students'

circumstances, strengths and needs were developed.

Another ositive result proceeding from the practicum
was an observed orowth in the self- confidence of several of
the itudents,

.3ucn an outcome is consistent with the

findings of others 'McDaniel & Bielen, 1990; Poirier, 1991).
Many did not realize that they did indeed act in ways that
inhibited tneir ability to develop friendshios and to avoid
conflicts with adults.

They expected to have conflicts witn

peers and adults, because this was the Pattern many had
experienced for years.

The practicum presented, in non-
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:udgmenta. Out supportive ways, concrete ant specific

alternative behaviors which assisted them in achieving their
wishes to become oetter-accepted members of the school
community.

The implications of these findings are that 7hildren who
have consistently failed in their attempts to interact
appropriately in school can indeed be taught to do so.

Such

outcomes are neither quickly nor easily obtained, but they
are possible.

They require a long-term commitment of both

time and personnel to the process.

Furthermore, the fact

that there were carryover benefits at home indicates that,

even in cases where parental participation :.s not optima a
school-based program of social skills training may be of help
in assisting some children to Improve their social
Int,.r.,,r^ns at home.

Related to this was the unexpected finding that the

majority of parents displayed little interest in meeting
regularly to discuss their children's social behavior.

Most

were willing to fill out pre- and post-intervention
questionnaires and

o discuss their children's social skills

problems and/or progress on the telephone, but they were
uniformly not interested in meeting on a monthly basis.

Two

parents of Communication Disorders class students declined to
participate in any manner.

As noted above, therefore,

Lndividual meetings were held Dn an as-needed basis, with
telepnona calls and written messages taking the place of most
meetings.

J0

A number of reasons appear to explain the low Level of
parental interest.

Some children exhibited adequate social

behavior at home, a finding reflected in the questionnaires
filled out by their parents; these parents were not
Improved
interested in attending meetings desicned to foster
social behaviors.

Other parents regarded their children's

ii.e., "a
social difficulties as generic to middle school age
stage "', even when they were unhappy with the behaviors.

It .s also possible that the decrease in suspensions
the
and reports of unacceptable behaviors emanating from
need to
school indicated to the parents that they did not

participate in an in-school program.

In one of she cases

between
noted above, a significant language barrier existed
Letters sent
the scnco_ and parent; despite translating the

home and offering an interpreter for meetings, this parent
Finally, many of the Parents would
chose not :o participate.
Jay', had

drive significant distances to come

the

Di work,
scnooi; also, most would have missed several hours

a

sizJazion many felt tae y coul.d ill afford.

devised and
In sum, tne social skills training program
implemented by the writer improved the social ekilis
middle
knowledge and behavior of students in two diverse
school classes.

Communication between members of the school

community was ennanced.

rho students demonstrat?d increased

ecnool,
ncwiedce ana use of .pprcpriate locial behaviors in

relations
ind many of :heir parents reported improved ocia_
et nome.

Recommendations

The success of the practicum indicates that its
principles can be extended through other areas of the
writer's agency.

The following recommendations are made:

Other psychologists who work in the agency should be
apprised of the existence of the social skills
Its principles and benefits
training program.
should be explained to them and its applicability to
their caseloads explored. .Adaptation of the present
system to other -..ypes of students is deemed possible
without changing its basic structure; new training
materials should be developed for each class,
depending upon its individual needs.
School officials implementing a social skills
training Program should do so at the beginning of
the school year in order to avoid scheduling
conflicts and to maximize the social skills and
acceptance of students newly- placed in classes.
Low parental interest in participating in the
program was noted in ..:)oth classes of :he current
Reasons underlying this should be
practicum.
anticipated and addressed in :he future, and
I.icreasec 7arti::Pation ought in any social skills
-r iini :a p-rogram implemented.

Dissemination
.4riter

results clt
--In r)lo,'er!

.s scneculed to report

a meeting

tne practicum and

social workers and psychologists

it .:is a.jencv in the fail of :993.

Its

applicability to other populations will be discussed at that
time.
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APPENDIX A
CHARTS

OR DETERMINING CHANGES IN STUDENTS' SOCIAL SKILLS
OVER TIME
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APPrNDIX C

EXAMPLES OF SUMMARIES OF SOCIAL KILLS RATING SCALES GIVEN TO
PARENTS
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(AGENCY LOGO)

You, Sid and

,f.r..

Wade all agree that he is about as

assertive as the average child his age.

He volunteers in

class and initiates conversations with peers, for example.
Interestingly, Mr. Wade reports that ne is more cooperative
than the average, while you feel that he is about as
cooperative as the average boy.

These traits should assist

him in being accepted by mainstream teachers.

31d, on the

other hand, feels that he is actually less cooperative than
he might be.

:ou feel that he has slightly less seif-control than
most 'boys his age. wtiie both he and Mr. Wade agree that, in
This trait ,

schocl, he demonstrates adequate self-control.

of :curse. will assist him in doing well with mainstream
teachers.

Sid's report Indicates that he can understand how

other .students feel and that he can respond :.c :hem
appropriately.

it aisc appears that you would like him to be

more responsible at home in areas such as telling you when :le
:s going out with friends, answering the phone abpropriately
ano 3C :n.

Xi-.

Wade sees no difficulty with behaviors such

as temper tantrums, fightina with others, acting sad or

depressed, talking back to adults. and the like.
..e 4111 .:cntihue to work Hlt-n Sld to naie his adjustment

7C mainstream classes as :;t:=1 as
c meet wit.: .'cu :o
c'rgr.tm,

an,::

:

:c.:,:.:

liccus

.)ossi;,:le.

:

was :Leased

he i.ocia_ 3kIlls training

'ward 'o leeting with you again.

6h

1
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(AGENCY LOGO)

Jack sees nimself as being somewhat less cooperative
Than most children nis age: his teacher's assessment aarees
Wit'. this.

It will be important for as to work with liltn so

can cooperate as fully as possible with his

that

mainstream teachers.

':our responses to .she Social Skills

Rating System questionnaire indicate that you feel that he is
about as cooperative at home as the averaae boy his age.

You

also feel that he is as assertive as the average child his
age: Jack agrees with this, but his teacher feels that he
couLd se somewhat more so in school.

Increasing his

help Jack to buii

assertive behavior in school

more

friendships, especiall7 in the mainstream.

In the area cf seif-sontroi. soth you and Jac:
feel that he soula is 1:et:er: in school, his teacher feels

that his self-control is adequate.

This is a positive trait

associatec with success in the mainstream.

Finally, you feel

Jac.: =.::Molts asou: the Same level of responsibility as most
children his age.
sharacteristic:.

'The student and teacher do not rate this
This will also assist him in the

mainstream.

At home, you (:.id not note any areas of Jack's behavior
wnisn
-no

be sonsidere(:

iv .ace shill.

Ms.

"broblem behaviors' over tsat of

ill, h)wever, feit shat :ack

eems to be adr.:er and more .onely than most peers
II

_s -hat 1.1s

;-21.-1-2steem heeds boosting,

anti that this
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lssisc

;.:1 making nore

Our social

rlencs in the :::ainstream.

:raining program will continue to work
skills he will

coward assisting Ja2k In developing the
need to i:eneri:

are tnterestec in neiping

nainstream.

:

was ?leased that you

zs 70 nelo him.

meeting with you aaain.

68
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(AGENCY LOGO)

Don and his teacher agree that he exhibits adequate
2cooeration for r. boy his age; you feel that he touid do
:n a .somewhat different vein, you feel

this area.

oetter

that he is about as responsible as the average child his age
(this characteristic is not rated by teacher or student).
agree chat he is not

you, his teacher and 'fre

Ail Parties

:s assertive as he could be; this is a difficult area for

him, and it is an important one for students who wish to make
friends, as Don does.

You ail also agree that he exhibits an

Average .Amount of self-control.

Finally, Don foes not feel

that he is as "connected" empathicali7 to peers as most
Inildren his age (a .:'haracteristic not rated by parent or

He will heed to deveico this sKill In order to

-eacher,.

_fends lore easily.

1ake
:

was r)leased to hear from you that this has been Don's

Pest year so far in terms of developing friends.

He

:.ohtinues to have some more difficulties with wna: could be
termed "problem behaviors" ..n school than at home.

That Is,

Xs. tiff saw a few more issues than you did; these were

on

liking to be aione and arguing with others at a higher rate
-han ycu -lid.

:cu ooth Agree that he is easily ambarassed,
iCt3 sac 2r .repressed and has poor self-

in:r-

These continue.
inu

)f course.

to need to .oe addressel,

wtil continue Y_: mak2 7ains here in private
we_l

.1;;

_n u

:rogram.

69

:_ease feel free

50

-7cntact me shou_d you have any questions or comments.
apprecl.ated speaking with you pn Don's behalf,
we wiLl ..ontinue :o wor
1:rpgram

:n the scc:ai sk:ils :raininc
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Rewards and punishments often do not work with middle schoolers
because their reward system escalates dramatically at this age. What they
used to do for a sticker or star, they now will do only for a CD player. The
punishment system is just a reverse, so we begin to take things away. This
invites the power play of acting as if nothing hurts. The common verbal
signal for this is "So?" Here are a few rewards that might work as motivational moves.

Time.

Middle schoolers love unstructured time to do what they want
with no one bothering or questioning them. However, time given in this
way should not be without limits. "You did such a good job cleaning your
mom that you deserve a few nights off. After your homework is finished
you can do whatever you wantplay video games, listen to your tape
player, make candy or just nothing. I won't bother you." The limits do not
include playing ding-dong ditch in the neighborhood or cutting a sibling's
hair.

Power.

Because middle schoolers feel powerless, power is a good
reward. Again, it should be within limits. They may devise the menu (use
the four food groups) for the day or week; they may choose the TV
schedule (no horror movies). This gives them a bit of power over their
siblings, which they will use to torture them (lima beans on every menu,
the McNeil/Lehrer Report for family viewing).

Structure. Helping middle schoolers structure their lives keeps them
on task. Also, once they've accomplished the task, they feel good about
themselves. Help them rr *e lists. (Keep them short, make them daily.
Middle schoolers live in the NOW, so something to be done "this week"
will never get done. If a youngster says "later" you are doomed.) Show
them how to break big tasks into smaller parts. Give them tips on organization, but don't organize them. Your way may not be their way. Besides
that, they want to feel as if they, not you, are in control. Use every means
possible to remind them, but don't nag. Nagging is not training; you can't
yell a child into compliance or remembering. Instead, write notes, hand
them things, be patient. This will not last forever.

Interest.

Most of us are motivated by interest. Some tasks may be
more interesting to a middle schooler if he or she can do them with
someone. One of the chief things we know about middle schoolers is that
they are social, yet we often do not take advantage of this. "You may help
Maribeth clean her room on Saturday morning, then I expect you both
over here on Saturday afternoon to work on yours." "Maybe Lou would
like to come over and work with you on that project." Young adolescents
might also be interested in tasks if they could listen to music or move
around while they work, or take breaks every fifteen minutes.

'Pewal.ds Ana ?unisnmens" by 1. >!endeisohn ana R.
.opyricnt
p. 4.
Parents Togetner
:Juunman
cn :Guth Ana .Drugs; rublic Ind
3reenwiTh, CT.
f
:nr...epenatN.nt .-chDciJ
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Parents, you can provide good
models for your children by what

you do and what you avoid doing.
Show that you value your freedom

to think and act independently you don't do something because
"everyone is doing it." This helps
your children see that unwanted
peer pressure can be rejected.
Be consistent in your words.and

actions. For example, a phone call
interrupts your dinner and you say.
"Tell them I'mnot home yet." The
message your children hear is that
it's okay to be dishonest for your
own convenience.

CI Demonstrate your sense of selfrespect and self-esteem. For
example. taking care of your health
through exercise and diet offers a
strong model for your children. Be
creative and consistent in your use
of free time, showing that there are

alternatives to being a 'couch
potato' or 'hanging out.'

O Demonstrate respect for your
children's lives and show concern

by being a good listener. Be sincere,

ask questions, and use a touch or
look for encouragement.
Be aware of how your own use of

alcohol can influence children.

Drinking in front of children has not
been shown to be harmful, but your
children will notice how much you
drink and why. Avoid using excuses
for drinking, like having a hard day.
Your drinking behavior tends to be
the drinking behavior your children
will have when they grow up.

Talk honestly about stress and

conflict In your own life. Children

need to know that such struggles
are a normal part of life. They have

a good model when they see that

you are coping with problems

without relying on alcohol and other
drugs.

If you are trying to change
as quitting smoking or losing

something in your behavior - such

weight- be willing to talk about
what works and what doesn't.
r:m
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APPENDIX

CHARTS FOR DETERMINING CHANGES IN STUDENTS' FRIENDSHIPS OVER
TIME

(4
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COMMUNICATION DISORDERS STUDENTS
Reaular Classes

Special. Class

Number
of Friends
Before
Intervention

Number
of Friends
After
Inter-ention

Number
of Friends
Before

Number
of Friends
After

:nteryentioninteryen:ipn

Name
Tim
Sid

2

Ted

2

4

2

4

G

4

b

Ed

Sam
b

Ayra
Zoe

4
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GIFTED-HAND1CAPPED STUDENTS
Reauiar Class

Special (11ass

Number
FrienqL;

Berore
:nter7ention

Number
ot :riends
After
Interventlen

Number
of Friends
Before
Inzervention

Number
of Friends
After
Intervention

Name
Macx

3

Bill

3

Joe

1

1

1

5

Ben
Anr.

Don

7

4

